The next edition of Greenkeeper International should be with you by May 13
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This is London calling...
The golf club which bears the name of our capital city has a celebrity studded membership – and an enthusiasm greenkeeping team run along army lines. Scott MacCallum visited the golfing haven only half an hour from hustle and bustle...

The quality of cultivated turf
Because there's an element of uncertainty in buying turf, Robert Laycock argues the case for a more informed purchaser – and how to get what you want...

Powered by electricity
The strange sensation of using a virtually silent greensmower is something you could easily get used to. The Learning Experience evaluates the electric mower...

The right accessory for your course
Attention to detail is the difference between good and great – and this is especially true on the golf course. We examine some areas of finesse you might want to explore...

Regular features

As I see it
Pat Murphy, the BIGGA Chairman returns to his homeland to witness "brilliant speakers" at the Scottish Conference. Then it was back to Northern region for a dinner dance – and news of interest to non-golfers...

Cover
The London Golf Club – and the bunkers where even the rakes are regimented. Pictures by Scott MacCallum